
PLEASE FILL IN BLOCK LETTERS! 

PLEASE FILL IN BLOCK LETTERS! 

Kletterzentrum Imst    
Am Raun 25 
6460 Imst 

ATU71836515         D E C L A R A T I O N /  WAVER  
 

name:…………………………………………………….………………………   date of birth.:……………………………… 

 
adress: …………………………………………..…………………………  sex:  female   male 
 

city:………………………………………………..……………            PLEASE FILL IN BLOCK LETTERS! 
 
 

Knabl Andreas, as the operator of the climbing gym, would like to point out, that you must be in the 

position to answer „YES“ to the following three questions in order to climb safely and 
independently.         YES  NO 

 

1. Can you correctly put on a hip belt or a combination  
chest/sit harness?                        

 

2. Can you rope up correctly in a hip belt or chest/sit harness using a  

figure eight knot or double bowline knot?    
 

3. Are you familiar with the correct way to operate safety   
equipment in combination with a hip belt or chest/sit harness 

when belaying?       
 

If you answer “no” to one of the above questions, you may only use this climbing gym if 
 

a) you have a partner with you, who can correctly show you the above mentioned procedures 

and  
 

b) this person assumes responsibility for your supervision during your climbing practice. 
 

 

I have read, understood and accepted the rules for using the climbing gym. I 
acknowledge the fact that climbing is a sport that involves risk and one that I will 
practice at my own risk. I or my partner am/is familiar with the proper way to 
operate climbing equipment and safety techniques and do not desire instruction in 
this. 
 

I realize that neither Knabl Andreas, as the operator of this climbing gym, nor its 
personnel are liable for injuries or damages that may result from my use of these 

facilities. 
 
 

date:……………………..     signature:………………………………………………………. 
 

If you have selected a NO: 

As the partner of the above mentioned climber, I declare that I dispose of the necessary knowledge 

for climbing independently and showing my partner the necessary procedures and shall assume 
responsibility for his/her supervision during climbing practice 
 

name:…………………………………………………. 

 

adress: ………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

 
date: ……………………………………………………signatur:……………………………………………….. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENGLISCH 


